
Pro-Study is an Assistive Technology software that has been purposely 
developed to help students who would normally experience 
difficulties due to a disability or specific learning difficulty. 
Who will Pro-Study benefit and what are the advantages?
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Contact us today!
e info@pro-study.co.uk
w www.pro-study.co.uk

Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have 
any questions or if would like to book a demo!

Students with SpLDs, including dyslexia and dyspraxia, those with AD(H)D, Autism Spectrum conditions, 
brain injuries, and other conditions which impact on a student’s ability to organise information.

Students who find the amount of information they need to work with overwhelming, for instance, those 
with SpLDs, ASC, AD(H)D and mental health conditions, especially anxiety and some more complex mental 
health conditions where anxiety is a factor. The way that information is easily collected and categorised 
from multiple sources by using coloured topics makes work much less stressful and more approachable 
as Pro-Study encourages a more thematic approach. 

Any condition where concentration or fatigue is a factor, including many mental health conditions where 
students are distracted by intrusive thoughts, many medical conditions (including those where pain 
makes it hard to concentrate on study), and SpLDs, AD(H)D, ASC, etc.  The ability to categorise from an 
early stage helps to provide a focus, and will help students to regain their train of thought if they need to 
take a break from study.

Similarly, categorisation into topic areas can make research material seem less overwhelming as 
information can be arranged easily into more manageable ‘chunks’.  This can help maintain motivation 
which is often an issue for students with depression, AD(H)D and SpLDs.

Also, ‘getting started’ with written work and making the transition from research to composition is much 
easier with Pro-Study because of the categorisation.  Again, this is useful for students with difficulties 
organising thoughts and remaining focused – those with SpLDs (especially dyspraxia), AD(H)D, ASC, 
various mental health conditions, and others who experience fatigue and concentration difficulties, 
whether through pain or other distractions will find this beneficial.



Pro-Study is the essential, innovative study tool that collects and 
organises your research, text, graphs and images in a single click 
and stores it all in a dedicated database that is easily accessible. 
It quickly and effortlessly categorises your research topics by grabbing your 
specifically selected text and images from Websites, PDFs, MS Word and just 
about anywhere else you can select text and saving it into your personalised 
colour coded category tabs. If text cannot be selected Pro-Study has an OCR 
feature that makes inaccessible text accessible, a very useful tool when 
accessing online books etc. You can also drag and drop whole files into your 
Pro-Study categories within your projects. Pro-Study provides quick hyperlinks 
back to the original sources as well as online cloud space so you are never too 
far away from your priceless research. It also allows you to export your 
research as either a whole project or as individual categories into Microsoft 
Word or your favourite Mindmapping software with all of the referencing done 
for you in the required style and format. Please use the Quick Start Guide or 
watch our online videos to find out more about how these exciting features 
work. This is just the beginning of the support Pro-Study can offer.

Pro-Study Software

Pro-Study can help support your study strategies, especially organisation, memory and time 
management by helping with the various tasks and work that is required at University, these 

include, Assignment Research, Critical Analysis, Literature Reviews, Essay Structure, 
Summarising a Journal, Article Research, Exam Revision, Case studies, Interview Preparation, 
Timelines, General Research Assignments..... the list goes on. As well as the main function of 

categorising your different topics of research, Pro-Study will also allow you to manage your 
projects, bookmark whole web pages, convert 

inaccessible text into accessible text, capture images, 
preview and edit your research, export required 

categories into Microsoft Word, change your 
referencing style, use a colour overlay and store 

your priceless research online.

E-Resources – As E-Resources becomes 
more and more popular Pro-Study will 
quickly and effortless organise your 
online research by allowing you to 
collect the specific text you have 
highlighted

OCR – Pro-Study will convert 
inaccessible text into accessible text 

Image Capture – save pictures, graphs, 
charts etc into your Pro-Study projects

File save – drag and drop whole files 
into categories 

State of the Art Database – Dedicated 
database that automatically and 
effectively stores your research on 
your computer for easy viewing

Preview Window – Look through your 
different projects and categories. Use 
the links to visit the sources where the 
information originally came from

Online Storage – You can store your 
research online to be downloaded 
again whenever you need it

Powerful Export to Microsoft Word – 
In as little as 3 clicks you can export 
whole projects or individual 
categories into Microsoft word and 
the online cloud with the referencing 
done for you

Upload your Pro-Study projects into 
a Mindmap (please note – additional 
mindmapping software will be 
required e.g. mindview, mind genius, 
mind manager)

Referencing – A bibliography is 
created at the end of the Word 
document

Articles and Journals – capture text 
from PDFs and Word documents.  

Bookmark – Bookmark websites to 
revisit at a later date

Colour Overlay – Tint your screen a 
different colour for easier reading

Backup – Backup your projects to 
help keep them secure

Toolbar docking – The Pro-Study 
toolbar docks to the top of your 
screen so the interface doesn’t block 
your viewing

Large Choice of Colours – Choose 
from a wide selection of various 
colours

SpLDs – Especially effective for those 
who struggle with organisation and 
memory
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Pro-Study Features


